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Breaking Through Science
Radioactivity in a Nutshell by Carson Macynski

Just recently, we have heard news about the
events happening on the other side of the
world as a conflict between Russia and
Ukraine escalates and the first territory seized
by the Russians was the site of the Chernobyl
Disaster of 1986. As some people fear the
conflict could start a third world war, this
article will analyze the science behind
radioactivity.

In the spring of 1986, the Chernobyl Power Plant went into
meltdown causing significant damage to the nearby towns and
setting a record for making the most radioactive place on Earth
and it caused genetic mutations to occur in both people and
animals who lived in the area in the year 1986. This occurred
about 25 years after The Cuban Missile Crisis when the United
States and Soviet Union canceled nuclear war plans at the last
minute. At the time, the USSR had nuclear power being
generated in Chernobyl. The destruction of Chernobyl marked
the beginning of the end of the Soviet Union which collapsed in
the early 90’s.

Radioactivity was first discovered by Marie Curie after
careful studies of Uranium and other radioactive materials with atomic numbers above 83.
(Bismuth). Radioactive elements contain so many protons and neutrons that their nucleus is
unstable causing them to break down into pieces creating different elements with smaller atomic
nuclei which contain radioactive waste. Radioactive energy is also released in the form of waves
during this process and these waves have a higher frequency than radio, microwave, infrared,
and light waves. During WW2, Albert Einstein and other scientists used this natural process to
create explosions which were first used against Japan during the summer of 1945 concluding the
Second World War. When the radioactive waste rained down, it caused people to either die or
develop genetic defects that altered pregnancy, disfigured the human shape, and even caused
cancer to develop in some victims. Since then, nuclear weapons have been upgraded.
Radioactive waves include UV waves which are one of the only waves that are not lethal when
uncontained thanks to the ozone layer.  Solar Storms occur when UV and light waves which are
radioactive are released from the sun in large quantities sometimes disrupting the grid and
satellites. Electromagnetic waves also have a small amount of radiation which is why it can
cause power outages across entire cities for temporary time. X and Gamma waves are much



more dangerous and can be released in cosmic explosions like supernovas, flares, or the collision
of two stars which is the main cause of gamma rays and they must be contained in order to be
used for beneficial purposes

In the world of medicine, scientists discovered in the mid 1800’s that using controlled
radiation by filtering X-rays could identify injuries in
the skeletal system. However they didn’t know what
was causing it until Marie Curie discovered
radioactivity. During the early 1900’s doctors used the
results of successful experiments to treat patients with
gamma radiation which in small quantities reduced or
completely removed tumors. Radiotherapy did not
become popular until the late 20th century though.
When radioactive waves are contained, they can save
lives and further advance the progression of scientific
research or even fuel future space crafts when it’s time
to explore the solar system and beyond in person.
However, radioactivity can cause significant harm if it

is allowed to spin out of control which is why the detonating of nuclear bombs and  nuclear
meltdowns like the Chernobyl accident were so devastating.

In the year 2011, a Japanese nuclear plant was
demolished in a Tsunami and the radiation levels
in the region caused more damage than the
tsunami itself. Today, a brand new radioactive
weapon called the vaccum bomb has been used to
disintegrate dead bodies into dust. Unlike nuclear
bombs that send nuclear shockwaves outward,
the radioactive core of the bomb sucks air
towards itself creating a vaccum force that caused
anything to enter the explosion to get burned into
ash by nuclear radiation. This is still rare in
comparison to nuclear firearms but it is just as deadly and even though it doesn’t rain down
radioactive fallout within a radius of miles, it can still annihilate anything or anyone that gets too
close to the site of the explosion.



A Morning in February: Student of the Tri Breakfast
By Bridgitte Thao

Assembled outside the media center
doors on the morning of Friday, February
25th, is a small gathering of parents and
siblings, huddled in an adoring group, flashing
cameras and pointing fingers in awe at the
four-by-six frames of various students from
Woodbury High School. This lucky group of
seventeen was selected out of a sea of 2,000
students, and will be celebrated for their
achievements, character, and potential in a
short half-hour ceremony scheduled for 7:30
AM.

The media center, despite the early hours,
overflows with a nervous energy: teachers
are meeting parents for the first time;
administrators dart to and fro, wheeling carts
of breakfast items, issuing orders in a
half-whisper, half-shout frenzy; students,
barely awake, stand dew-faced in a buffet
line, awaiting for someone to restock the
donuts; the library, usually in disarray, sits
with a familiar, palpable yet hushed chaos.

Principal Sorenson-Wagner begins the
ceremony with quick remarks on the lovely
spring light peeking in through the hallway
windows. Families still piling their plates
hurry to their seats, and once everyone has
made themselves comfortable, the
tablet-handing and hand-shaking begin.

The following students were awarded the
elusive “Student of the Tri” honor from the
following departments:

● 916: Alex Schaber
● Art: Hazel Meerson-Hendrie
● AVID: Ana Rodriguez
● Business: Ben Fredricks
● English: Pilar Andruet
● FACS: Claire Krois
● Health/PE: Conor Hooley

● Math: Amalie Bethke
● Choir: Aalayla Williams
● Band: Matthew Mueller
● Orchestra: Claire Leinhard
● JROTC: Damien Hannigan
● Science: Cami Grinde
● Social Studies: Isaac Hanson
● Tech Ed: Michael Doe
● German: Kate Westlake
● ASL: Jesseree Reyes

And the following teachers earned awards for
being teachers of the trimester:

● Dr. Sinada (Science)
● Ms. Nicholas (English)

The procession of smiles and applause
was occasionally broken up by emotional
words of wisdom. Mr. Wisdorf from the Math
department delightfully opened the
ceremony with his usual philosophical
sentiments. The procession moved fast,
passing awards to students like a well-oiled
machine. Dr. Sinada, upon hearing that a
student’s nominator was not present,
stepped up to show us all why we eternally
adore her. The energetic Ms. Swanson had us
captivated while she presented the golden
plaque to her hoodie-clad student. A hoot
even hollered when Ms. Nicholas presented
Pilar Andruet with the coveted award.
Despite all the touching tributes, Mr.
Zimmerman stole the show with his toast to
Cami Grinde: “When I look at you, I know the
world is going to be okay.”

While the world turns and society
collapses, at least we’ll have the sweet, crisp
slices of watermelon to look forward to every
trimester.



Sports News from the MLB

Within the last few months, the Major Baseball League (MLB) season was being
threatened to be postponed over disagreements over the MLB contract for the 2022 baseball
season. The main focus this year was in regards to the salary of the players and time in between
ball games. After a time, an agreement was reached saving the 2022 baseball season from being
delayed. Parts of the agreement involved an extension of time baseball teams can request to trade
players pushing the deadline to July 25th 2022 as a tentative date. Kris Bryant, Carlos Correa,
and Freddie Freeman are free agents this year and are expected to become targets when the MLB
trading season begins. This year, each team will play 162 games before the postseason. Spring
Training reports for the MLB went unchanged and the deadline was not postponed. However, the

MLB approved new rules that will begin in 2023
including a pitch clock that will limit the amount of time
that passes in between pitches along with the potential of
bases with a larger area. After Spring Training, the MN
Twins will play the first game of the season on March
31st against the Chicago Whit Sox before playing
against the Seattle Mariners on April 7th. The 2022
baseball season is right around the corner and many fans
will want to see what happens.
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